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VALUE PROPOSITION
			We know sport. We’re renowned for our quality custom teamwear, our reliability and our service. We make ordering easy, we deliver on time, and we make sure everyone wearing Blackchrome feels like a pro.
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[image: Eliza Lewis]
Eliza Lewis1709770041

Thrilled with the quick turnaround and professional quality of the team shirts we received from Blackchrome. From placing the order to delivery, the process was seamless and efficient. The shirts themselves are top-notch - the fabric feels durable yet comfortable, and the printing is crisp and vibrant. Our team couldn't be happier with the result.
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Leonie Fitzgerald1707346638

Absolutely amazing!! Fantastic communication, quality shirts, customer service is on point, delivery is nice a quick!! Highly recommend A+++++
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Benjamin Stevens1701217541

I would like to a huge thank you to the team at Blackchrome.  From my first interaction, they were on the ball and were able to support me with great advice as well as respond to urgent deadlines.  I would definitely recommend these guys and will be utilizing them again.  5 out of 5.
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Daniel Petrucci1697500072

Professional, easy to deal with and quick turnaround. Our basketball kits now look a million dollars and the kids were so excited to wear them.I am in Sydney and I had approached many places which were more local and they were so difficult. I didn’t have time to design the kit myself, nor should I have to. Travis was a champion, the first design he proposed was brilliant!Highly recommend, irrespective of what State or Territory you are in!



[image: John Cuff]
John Cuff1697189223

Over the past 10 years the Wine Peloton has procured a plethora of custom kits from a myriad of suppliers. It is fantastic to know that we now have no reason to look elsewhere. Travis and his team have produced our last two iterations “Italy” and “Gravel”. Both can be seen in the photo below smashing it out at the Aussie Gravel Championships in Derby 2023. Not only is the kit amazingly comfortable, robust and bullet proof - the service from Travis was nothing short of exemplary. He went over and above to have the kits ready for the event, within a very restrictive timeline.  I cant highly recommend Blackchrome enough. This is our permanent home for future kits not only for the Wine Peloton but also our local clubs. Triple thumbs up.
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Jane Delainimati1695041181

Brilliant customer service, easy and accurate online design program, and absolutely in love with our shirts we ordered!
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Joe R1694083791

the jerseys were so small, even though I had ordered a size larger than I normally wear. Just a waste of money



[image: Vana Mcstay]
Vana Mcstay1692585815

Product arrived as described and the entire process did not take too long. Perfect for our sports club that the minimum order was 10 qty also! Thank you so much. We will definitely use you again.Blues Union Netball Club.
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Kenton Smith1688553449





[image: Jarrod Sing]
Jarrod Sing1687836419

Ben and the team were a pleasure to work with. They helped the whole process and had the items delivered a fortnight in advance. Will definitely use again!



[image: Baily Thomas]
Baily Thomas1687499684

Blackchrome offer incredibly good prices for really high quality products. I have always experienced a super fast turn around for custom cycling kit when working with Travis and the team!



[image: Julian Chan]
Julian Chan1687241341

Had them do a small order for an e-sports event. Printing is top quality and staff were very helpful. A pleasure to work with
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Shaun Bunn1684746543

Received an order tonight for our basketball team. The design Brett created is great and the quality 5 star! Highly recommend
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Damon Lesnie1684372323

I've been working with Blackchrome for over 6 years now and it just gets better and better. Our bands get incredible feedback for how creative and cool they look on stage. Top quality, top staff and could not recommend anyone else.
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Scott Wintle1681351502

waterskiQLD used Blackchrome to produce our shirts for the 2023 National Championships in Perth. The shirts looked great. Ben was easy to deal with, sent me some sample shirts to choose from and was able to send us the shirts a day early as we were on a tight deadline. Queensland ended up winning the competition!
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andrew riches1680744086

Blackchrome are extremely professional offering the full range of service from design to production.
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Nicholas Sedgwick1679460068

These guys were fantastic, I ordered a small number of shirts for a golf trip and they were exactly as the design, and they were very promptly delivered. Also their customer service was fantastic. I will definitely order from these guys again.
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Tony Kemp1676506414

I’ve recently returned from a 7 month unsupported cycle tour across Australia, SE Asia and parts of Europe. I took with me my Blackchrome Racing bibs and top. I’m glad I did! The kit performed outstandingly throughout, but really came in to its own in the heat and humidity of Asia- with 90% + humidity, and temperatures over 35 for days at a time, I needed something really light that would wick away the profuse amounts of sweat….the kit delivered! It was easy to hand wash each night and be dry and clean the next day, ready for another day of unrelenting punishment! I’ll be using Blackchrome kit on my next trip through India and Africa - it’s been tested and passed with flying colours. Thanks Travis and the team at Blackchrome
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Julie Watson1676351842

The team at Blackchrome were easy to deal with and got back to me quickly.The shirts are excellent quality, exactly how it appeared on the proofs and arrived a week and a half earlier than stated.I designed the shirts online in 10 minutes give or take a bit of tweaking. Highly recommend



[image: David]
David1669447912

Amazing service. I've dealt with other providers - ones starting with sport and ending with ility- and this place is prompt, friendly, and can deal with any situation outside the normal order and buy situation. Don't look any further.



[image: Ben Andrews]
Ben Andrews1669242098

High quality gear from these guys. Customer service is next level. I really appreciated the assistance with our designs and the quick turnaround when they knew our team needed our kit quickly for syart of season. I'd highly recommend amd we will be sticking with them for future team gear. Ben Newell was my contact and couldn't have been more helpful.Thanks again, Giants Cricket
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Michael Anderson1668476776

Blackchrome are leaders in their fieldOutstanding serviceExcellent quality clothing/cycling kitsGreat website designer kit, easy to use.Highly recommended to all cyclists.
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David Miller1666761783

fast turn around, easy to deal with and quality of the merch is great. The online portal has been a game changer for us, so simple.



[image: Alysia Potts]
Alysia Potts1663897692

I ordered these uniforms and I didn't expect them to come out amazing like they are so I am very pleased it was also a very quick delivery i know where to go I need good uniforms.
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Mark Cant1662604112

The team at Blackchrome go out of their way to ensure that delivery a professional service - thanks Shannon and Sam



[image: Sandra Glanville]
Sandra Glanville1662014972

We utilise Blackchrome for our Athletics uniforms and we are extremely pleased with the fantastic customer service and high quality product. I deal primarily with Shannon, but all of the team have been very friendly and helpful. Shannon has answered all of our questions within a timely manner and given great advice to meet our club's progressing needs. He even reminds me each year that it's time to order our uniforms (shirts and jumpers) so that I don't forget. But mainly this ensures the club avoid any delays in getting our beautiful uniforms in at the start of our season. They also helped to create the design of our hoodies based on our requests, and offered practical guidance on what products would work best for our athletes. He even helped load the heavy boxes into my car! Absolute legends all of the team at Blackchrome. Thank you!



[image: Lachlan Hurse]
Lachlan Hurse1661840034

For the third year in a row, Blackchrome has supplied 'Sportive' cycling jerseys to The Big Ride Australia, in each case at short notice. They arrived well in time for our event, and were well received by the riders. Sizing was good (generous), the fabric comfortable and the design turned out well. We are very appreciative of the extra effort that the Blackchrome team put in to make sure we had the jerseys on time, and contributing to the success of our ride.  I would not hesitate in recommending this company to others. Thanks again!



[image: Jun Hortelano]
Jun Hortelano1659616637

Highly recommend Blackchrome Sportswear! It was awesome doing business with you guys and a huge thank you to Ben for looking after us!



[image: Magpies Netball Club Inc]
Magpies Netball Club Inc1654927783

We have worked with Blackchrome Sportswear this year to redesign all of our merchandise to include indigenous designs. The drafts of the designs were hand-drawn by a member of our club and the graphic artists at Blackchrome worked with us to turn our drafts into the final designs that are proudly shown as a permanent inclusion on all of our merchandise. Blackchrome did a great job at turning our dream into a reality and I would definitely recommend them.
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Caroline Brown1652766792

We recently did some cycling jerseys for one of our clients. I was dealing with Darren who has been exceptional. Our client has come back extremely happy with their merch and we will definitely be using them for similar jobs in the future!



[image: Bernie Cummins]
Bernie Cummins1650269090

Couldn’t be happier with Darren and the team at Blackchrome. Service excellent, responsiveness exceptional, start to finish worked with crazy triathletes to deliver an outstanding product. Love love love the product and experience from start to finish. Prices great too for customised products- what’s not to love



[image: Michelle Hendrie]
Michelle Hendrie1649815835

Mollymook SLSC could not be happier with the new Jackets. The service I received from Blackchrome was excellent. They were fast to get samples out, help with design and turn around on orders were what they said they would be.Only happy to recommend them.MIchelleRegalia OfficerMoolymook Surf Club
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Dan Webb1648078063

Professional, timely, great quality



[image: SCOTT HENRY]
SCOTT HENRY1647924880

Awesome service, fantastic quality.



[image: Karen Ross]
Karen Ross1647863581

We’ve used BlackChrome Cycling for two different sets of kit and and both have been better than we could have expected. Darren helped us through the design phase, offering advice and guidance and the whole ordering process was seamless. Our kit arrived earlier than expected and our whole riding group loves it. We are planning on adding to our range now we have the utmost confidence in the design and delivery process.
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Louis van der Berg1647752190

Amazing products and attention to detail with great customer service!  Will order again in the future!
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Vane Vane1641346828

Thank you so much to Mark and the Blackchrome team for all of their help in getting our new netball uniforms organised. Mark helped with everything from beginning to end, nothing was ever too much trouble even when we required multiple changes. Our team looooves our new Señoritas uniforms, the quality and colours are beautiful and the fit is perfect. Thanks Mark and Blackchrome! ☺️



[image: Stephen W]
Stephen W1640058302

Great experience from Christian and the team. Our cycling tops arrived in time for our charity ride considering we ordered late. Great work from the team at Blackchrome



[image: Angus McCormack]
Angus McCormack1639715590

Blackchrome Sportswear are THE ONLY place to order top notch, quality produced cycling kits!We hold an annual leisurely cycling event every year at our vineyard Bress / Lome Wines, and design a corresponding jersey for that years ride. Dealing with the pressures of Covid and only realising last minute that our event was allowed to proceed after all, Blackchrome went above and beyond to accomodate our unique design and get the sportswear made for us in time.The event was a HUGE success and I've attached a few mages below of our design concept and the realised final product. A very special shoutout to Travis from Blackchrome, who is the definition of incredible customer service and support throughout the process.Just make sure when ordering especially in a large quantity, that you measure yourself against the sizing guides as the designs do run a little on the smaller side. I would give Blackchrome 6 stars if I could! Thank you Blackchrome!
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Cresta Johnson1639534710

Awesome help with the design process, which turned out fantastic!  Communication throughout has been amazing via phone & email.  The shirts are fantastic!  Came overnight fast from Adelaide to Central Qld. Will definitely be using these guys for all our future work shirts.  They made it so easy & hassle free.
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Matthew Di Martino1637796263

Daniel at Blackchrome did an unreal job on the Assets Cricket Shirts. Very good quality. Boys are rapt with the final product. Highly recommend.



[image: Amy Anderson]
Amy Anderson1637719701

Fantastic choice of designs. Instant feedback once i submitted my design and colours.Very fast turn-round in production and great communication.Super easy to add the sponsors logo and shirt numbers and the sizing was spot on and true to sizeWill definitely purchase again when needed.Very happy with the quality of the product and have had a lot of comments from other teams.Thank you Blackchrome!!
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Shannon Nigro1637651080

Responsive, reliable and easy to deal with. Excellent communication and service.
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Josh Atkins1637638983

Can't speak highly enough!Great Service, Great Products, and now a great looking Club!!
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Rodger Palmrose1635554217

Highly Recommended.Their artist nailed the design for our darts shirt on the second attempt.Print time was good and the quality of the shirts excellent.Will use them again for sure.
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Michelle Crick1633667252

Travis and the team at Blackchrome have been really flexible and easy to work with. The range of products on offer are fabulous and allows you to be really creative with your choices for club/team or work!



[image: Jacqueline Wootton]
Jacqueline Wootton1631174253

Christian from Blackchrome was super helpful with our customer jersey order and their designers did an amazing job and interpreted our feedback perfectly :)
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Vikki Bedford1630890606

Travis was incredibly helpful with the whole process of getting our social basketball team new jerseys.  We wanted reversible and to design our own logo.  He was able to help us with the sizing for both the ladies and the men on our team as well.  The quality of the jerseys is above what we all expected with the lettering imbedded so they won't come off after washing.  Thank you for making our team look more like a "team"!
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Ilene Dcosta1629089100
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Peter Kotsoglous1625489963

We needed shirts in a hurry and Blackchrome delivered . They were awesome to deal with and transparent through the whole process . The quality of the product was second to none - couldn't be happier !
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[image: Eliza Lewis]
Eliza Lewis1709770041

Thrilled with the quick turnaround and professional quality of the team shirts we received from Blackchrome. From placing the order to delivery, the process was seamless and efficient. The shirts themselves are top-notch - the fabric feels durable yet comfortable, and the printing is crisp and vibrant. Our team couldn't be happier with the result.



[image: Leonie Fitzgerald]
Leonie Fitzgerald1707346638

Absolutely amazing!! Fantastic communication, quality shirts, customer service is on point, delivery is nice a quick!! Highly recommend A+++++
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Benjamin Stevens1701217541

I would like to a huge thank you to the team at Blackchrome.  From my first interaction, they were on the ball and were able to support me with great advice as well as respond to urgent deadlines.  I would definitely recommend these guys and will be utilizing them again.  5 out of 5.
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Daniel Petrucci1697500072

Professional, easy to deal with and quick turnaround. Our basketball kits now look a million dollars and the kids were so excited to wear them.I am in Sydney and I had approached many places which were more local and they were so difficult. I didn’t have time to design the kit myself, nor should I have to. Travis was a champion, the first design he proposed was brilliant!Highly recommend, irrespective of what State or Territory you are in!
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John Cuff1697189223

Over the past 10 years the Wine Peloton has procured a plethora of custom kits from a myriad of suppliers. It is fantastic to know that we now have no reason to look elsewhere. Travis and his team have produced our last two iterations “Italy” and “Gravel”. Both can be seen in the photo below smashing it out at the Aussie Gravel Championships in Derby 2023. Not only is the kit amazingly comfortable, robust and bullet proof - the service from Travis was nothing short of exemplary. He went over and above to have the kits ready for the event, within a very restrictive timeline.  I cant highly recommend Blackchrome enough. This is our permanent home for future kits not only for the Wine Peloton but also our local clubs. Triple thumbs up.
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Jane Delainimati1695041181

Brilliant customer service, easy and accurate online design program, and absolutely in love with our shirts we ordered!
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Joe R1694083791

the jerseys were so small, even though I had ordered a size larger than I normally wear. Just a waste of money
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Vana Mcstay1692585815

Product arrived as described and the entire process did not take too long. Perfect for our sports club that the minimum order was 10 qty also! Thank you so much. We will definitely use you again.Blues Union Netball Club.
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Jarrod Sing1687836419

Ben and the team were a pleasure to work with. They helped the whole process and had the items delivered a fortnight in advance. Will definitely use again!
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Baily Thomas1687499684

Blackchrome offer incredibly good prices for really high quality products. I have always experienced a super fast turn around for custom cycling kit when working with Travis and the team!
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Julian Chan1687241341

Had them do a small order for an e-sports event. Printing is top quality and staff were very helpful. A pleasure to work with
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Shaun Bunn1684746543

Received an order tonight for our basketball team. The design Brett created is great and the quality 5 star! Highly recommend
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Damon Lesnie1684372323

I've been working with Blackchrome for over 6 years now and it just gets better and better. Our bands get incredible feedback for how creative and cool they look on stage. Top quality, top staff and could not recommend anyone else.
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Scott Wintle1681351502

waterskiQLD used Blackchrome to produce our shirts for the 2023 National Championships in Perth. The shirts looked great. Ben was easy to deal with, sent me some sample shirts to choose from and was able to send us the shirts a day early as we were on a tight deadline. Queensland ended up winning the competition!
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andrew riches1680744086

Blackchrome are extremely professional offering the full range of service from design to production.
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Nicholas Sedgwick1679460068

These guys were fantastic, I ordered a small number of shirts for a golf trip and they were exactly as the design, and they were very promptly delivered. Also their customer service was fantastic. I will definitely order from these guys again.
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Tony Kemp1676506414

I’ve recently returned from a 7 month unsupported cycle tour across Australia, SE Asia and parts of Europe. I took with me my Blackchrome Racing bibs and top. I’m glad I did! The kit performed outstandingly throughout, but really came in to its own in the heat and humidity of Asia- with 90% + humidity, and temperatures over 35 for days at a time, I needed something really light that would wick away the profuse amounts of sweat….the kit delivered! It was easy to hand wash each night and be dry and clean the next day, ready for another day of unrelenting punishment! I’ll be using Blackchrome kit on my next trip through India and Africa - it’s been tested and passed with flying colours. Thanks Travis and the team at Blackchrome
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Julie Watson1676351842

The team at Blackchrome were easy to deal with and got back to me quickly.The shirts are excellent quality, exactly how it appeared on the proofs and arrived a week and a half earlier than stated.I designed the shirts online in 10 minutes give or take a bit of tweaking. Highly recommend
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David1669447912

Amazing service. I've dealt with other providers - ones starting with sport and ending with ility- and this place is prompt, friendly, and can deal with any situation outside the normal order and buy situation. Don't look any further.
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Ben Andrews1669242098

High quality gear from these guys. Customer service is next level. I really appreciated the assistance with our designs and the quick turnaround when they knew our team needed our kit quickly for syart of season. I'd highly recommend amd we will be sticking with them for future team gear. Ben Newell was my contact and couldn't have been more helpful.Thanks again, Giants Cricket
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Michael Anderson1668476776

Blackchrome are leaders in their fieldOutstanding serviceExcellent quality clothing/cycling kitsGreat website designer kit, easy to use.Highly recommended to all cyclists.
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David Miller1666761783

fast turn around, easy to deal with and quality of the merch is great. The online portal has been a game changer for us, so simple.
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Alysia Potts1663897692

I ordered these uniforms and I didn't expect them to come out amazing like they are so I am very pleased it was also a very quick delivery i know where to go I need good uniforms.
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Mark Cant1662604112

The team at Blackchrome go out of their way to ensure that delivery a professional service - thanks Shannon and Sam
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Sandra Glanville1662014972

We utilise Blackchrome for our Athletics uniforms and we are extremely pleased with the fantastic customer service and high quality product. I deal primarily with Shannon, but all of the team have been very friendly and helpful. Shannon has answered all of our questions within a timely manner and given great advice to meet our club's progressing needs. He even reminds me each year that it's time to order our uniforms (shirts and jumpers) so that I don't forget. But mainly this ensures the club avoid any delays in getting our beautiful uniforms in at the start of our season. They also helped to create the design of our hoodies based on our requests, and offered practical guidance on what products would work best for our athletes. He even helped load the heavy boxes into my car! Absolute legends all of the team at Blackchrome. Thank you!
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Lachlan Hurse1661840034

For the third year in a row, Blackchrome has supplied 'Sportive' cycling jerseys to The Big Ride Australia, in each case at short notice. They arrived well in time for our event, and were well received by the riders. Sizing was good (generous), the fabric comfortable and the design turned out well. We are very appreciative of the extra effort that the Blackchrome team put in to make sure we had the jerseys on time, and contributing to the success of our ride.  I would not hesitate in recommending this company to others. Thanks again!
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Jun Hortelano1659616637

Highly recommend Blackchrome Sportswear! It was awesome doing business with you guys and a huge thank you to Ben for looking after us!
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Magpies Netball Club Inc1654927783

We have worked with Blackchrome Sportswear this year to redesign all of our merchandise to include indigenous designs. The drafts of the designs were hand-drawn by a member of our club and the graphic artists at Blackchrome worked with us to turn our drafts into the final designs that are proudly shown as a permanent inclusion on all of our merchandise. Blackchrome did a great job at turning our dream into a reality and I would definitely recommend them.
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Caroline Brown1652766792

We recently did some cycling jerseys for one of our clients. I was dealing with Darren who has been exceptional. Our client has come back extremely happy with their merch and we will definitely be using them for similar jobs in the future!
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Bernie Cummins1650269090

Couldn’t be happier with Darren and the team at Blackchrome. Service excellent, responsiveness exceptional, start to finish worked with crazy triathletes to deliver an outstanding product. Love love love the product and experience from start to finish. Prices great too for customised products- what’s not to love
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Michelle Hendrie1649815835

Mollymook SLSC could not be happier with the new Jackets. The service I received from Blackchrome was excellent. They were fast to get samples out, help with design and turn around on orders were what they said they would be.Only happy to recommend them.MIchelleRegalia OfficerMoolymook Surf Club
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Dan Webb1648078063

Professional, timely, great quality



[image: SCOTT HENRY]
SCOTT HENRY1647924880

Awesome service, fantastic quality.



[image: Karen Ross]
Karen Ross1647863581

We’ve used BlackChrome Cycling for two different sets of kit and and both have been better than we could have expected. Darren helped us through the design phase, offering advice and guidance and the whole ordering process was seamless. Our kit arrived earlier than expected and our whole riding group loves it. We are planning on adding to our range now we have the utmost confidence in the design and delivery process.



[image: Louis van der Berg]
Louis van der Berg1647752190

Amazing products and attention to detail with great customer service!  Will order again in the future!



[image: Vane Vane]
Vane Vane1641346828

Thank you so much to Mark and the Blackchrome team for all of their help in getting our new netball uniforms organised. Mark helped with everything from beginning to end, nothing was ever too much trouble even when we required multiple changes. Our team looooves our new Señoritas uniforms, the quality and colours are beautiful and the fit is perfect. Thanks Mark and Blackchrome! ☺️



[image: Stephen W]
Stephen W1640058302

Great experience from Christian and the team. Our cycling tops arrived in time for our charity ride considering we ordered late. Great work from the team at Blackchrome



[image: Angus McCormack]
Angus McCormack1639715590

Blackchrome Sportswear are THE ONLY place to order top notch, quality produced cycling kits!We hold an annual leisurely cycling event every year at our vineyard Bress / Lome Wines, and design a corresponding jersey for that years ride. Dealing with the pressures of Covid and only realising last minute that our event was allowed to proceed after all, Blackchrome went above and beyond to accomodate our unique design and get the sportswear made for us in time.The event was a HUGE success and I've attached a few mages below of our design concept and the realised final product. A very special shoutout to Travis from Blackchrome, who is the definition of incredible customer service and support throughout the process.Just make sure when ordering especially in a large quantity, that you measure yourself against the sizing guides as the designs do run a little on the smaller side. I would give Blackchrome 6 stars if I could! Thank you Blackchrome!



[image: Cresta Johnson]
Cresta Johnson1639534710

Awesome help with the design process, which turned out fantastic!  Communication throughout has been amazing via phone & email.  The shirts are fantastic!  Came overnight fast from Adelaide to Central Qld. Will definitely be using these guys for all our future work shirts.  They made it so easy & hassle free.



[image: Matthew Di Martino]
Matthew Di Martino1637796263

Daniel at Blackchrome did an unreal job on the Assets Cricket Shirts. Very good quality. Boys are rapt with the final product. Highly recommend.



[image: Amy Anderson]
Amy Anderson1637719701

Fantastic choice of designs. Instant feedback once i submitted my design and colours.Very fast turn-round in production and great communication.Super easy to add the sponsors logo and shirt numbers and the sizing was spot on and true to sizeWill definitely purchase again when needed.Very happy with the quality of the product and have had a lot of comments from other teams.Thank you Blackchrome!!
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Shannon Nigro1637651080

Responsive, reliable and easy to deal with. Excellent communication and service.



[image: Josh Atkins]
Josh Atkins1637638983

Can't speak highly enough!Great Service, Great Products, and now a great looking Club!!



[image: Rodger Palmrose]
Rodger Palmrose1635554217

Highly Recommended.Their artist nailed the design for our darts shirt on the second attempt.Print time was good and the quality of the shirts excellent.Will use them again for sure.



[image: Michelle Crick]
Michelle Crick1633667252

Travis and the team at Blackchrome have been really flexible and easy to work with. The range of products on offer are fabulous and allows you to be really creative with your choices for club/team or work!



[image: Jacqueline Wootton]
Jacqueline Wootton1631174253

Christian from Blackchrome was super helpful with our customer jersey order and their designers did an amazing job and interpreted our feedback perfectly :)



[image: Vikki Bedford]
Vikki Bedford1630890606

Travis was incredibly helpful with the whole process of getting our social basketball team new jerseys.  We wanted reversible and to design our own logo.  He was able to help us with the sizing for both the ladies and the men on our team as well.  The quality of the jerseys is above what we all expected with the lettering imbedded so they won't come off after washing.  Thank you for making our team look more like a "team"!



[image: Ilene Dcosta]
Ilene Dcosta1629089100





[image: Peter Kotsoglous]
Peter Kotsoglous1625489963

We needed shirts in a hurry and Blackchrome delivered . They were awesome to deal with and transparent through the whole process . The quality of the product was second to none - couldn't be happier !
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[image: Michelle Shield]
Michelle Shield1643351620

Ordered Team shirts a week before Christmas and arrived 2nd week of January, great service and turn around, this is the second time we have ordered and are super happy with them look amazing 
Thanks to all at Blackchrome from 
WA Speedway Sidecar / Team 23
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Amy Anderson1637719212

Instant feedback and communication once i sent of my design. Fast turn-round in production and sizing was spot on. Very easy to add sponsor logo and shirt numbers
Excellent customer service and would happily purchase again.
Products were excellent quality and we have had a lot of comments regarding the design and colour options
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Greens for Mayo1637637235

Blackchrome were able to realise my request and the design, quality and finish are absolutely first-rate. Friends who have seen my individualised cycling shirt are very impressed.
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Wayne Barty1603145265

Have used Blackchrome for quite some years now and have found them easy to deal with, very helpfull and the service and delivery is always ontime and great



[image: Elsbeth Marshall]
Elsbeth Marshall1602457760

I organise clothing for our cycling club in Perth. Since our jersey provider in the West has closed down, I have used Blckchrome. They have successfully copied our design and we are very happy with both the long and the short sleeve option. The fabric is lovely and light and they are quite a bit cheaper then our old ones.
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Scott Murray1594952008

The BC staff are excellent. Communication and design teams work brilliantly together and will happily assist in creating the design for your your uniform  and logo requirements so it works for your organisation. The quality of the products are fantastic and the possibilities are endless. Turnaround time of 2-3 weeks upon order submission cannot be beaten. cannot recommend this company more and their great service and attention to detail ensures that they will receive our business again.



[image: Kathy Kilpatrick]
Kathy Kilpatrick1583390651

This is the second time I have dealt with Blackchrome - on both occasions we have ordered 20 jerseys for our local group of riders - the SAOs (sixty and over). Our home town of Atherton now recognizes our jerseys - we often are seen helping out at Audax events in them and ride wearing them on our social rides. I often get asked where we got them from. They stand out, more than happy with the service, the advice, the price, the product. Our first 20 jerseys are now almost 3 yrs old and still look like new, the sizing was the same as the first time which was a huge help. I would highly recommend them!



[image: Sayern Leav]
Sayern Leav1581502557

Quality and design came out great, awesome team of people to deal with, definitely will be back for our next one.



[image: Jayden Pickett]
Jayden Pickett1570151080

Great quality jumpers and Polos would recommend them to people and community sports clubs.



[image: Christopher Andre]
Christopher Andre1568439233

Thanks to Troy and the crew @ Blackchrome.. After many design changes we came up with something that was very pleasing and represented our Association, The delivery time was very reasonable and we were pleasantly surprised to have them earlier than promised. Would definitely recommend Blackchrome to anyone else looking for great sublimation.  Cheers



[image: Amber Simms]
Amber Simms1567702388

just received my sublimated polo shirts and singlets this week they turned out even better than in the emails love love love them



[image: Don Monodon]
Don Monodon1567379342

Recently organised some shirts through Blackchrome. The service was great. Would definitely use them again.



[image: Jamie Illfield-Bell]
Jamie Illfield-Bell1565502556

WOW!!! From an extremely pick customer, me, who didn’t know what she wanted to a design we both agreed on and made it to fruition by the due date, an amazing journey and experience.
We got so many comments on our jackets at RDA STATE DRESSAGE it was mind blowing and our kids and parents proudly wore them
Top Job 👍👍



[image: Steph Thompson]
Steph Thompson1563161185

These guys go over and beyond what you expect. They're easy to order through, quick to respond and deliver on time. The best kit I've raced in too!! My team looks sharp all in all seasons in Blackchrome. 12/10 would recommend!!



[image: Kerry Chard]
Kerry Chard1547510823

We have done a few orders with Blackchrome now and I have been dealing with Scott. The shirts have come back amazing and we get so many compliments on them. Scott was wonderful to deal with. We are looking into placing another order this year but for jumpers 😊



[image: Kev Campbell]
Kev Campbell1539263002

High Quality products at a very competitive price with great customer service and a 4 week delivery guarantee, what else could you ask for !



[image: Annelise Rosnell]
Annelise Rosnell1536208277

Our soccer club ordered a whole new playing strip with Blackchrome and they were amazing! Such an easy company to deal with, always helpful and quick to reply. Ordering was easy and the shirts look exactly like what we wanted. Would highly recommend!



[image: Kaliym Cheezy Skellern]
Kaliym Cheezy Skellern1535972827

I get all my gear through Blackchrome, either it be for indoor comet, cycling or our work social teams in netball and soccer!

Love the gear and the service. I won’t go anywhere else.



[image: Ross Allwood]
Ross Allwood1530309199

Thanks to Travise and crew for the shirts amazing looking and prompt service highly recommend
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Sam Gilbert1529993651





[image: Michael Van]
Michael Van1521436117

The jerseys look great great customer service from start to finish got the design we wanted great communication. From Neon lights Gaming



[image: Koro Roy]
Koro Roy1520925022

Contacted black chrome as we had issues with our previous supplier rate them highly.



[image: Dave Parker]
Dave Parker1516674524

At Gillman Speedway Stadium, we exclusively use Blackchrome Officials clothing and sell apparel in our Souvenir outlet. We could not ask for better service, but more importantly quality. Well done Blackchrome.
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Aaron Williams1513247482





[image: Gareth Gray]
Gareth Gray1513108438

Quick turn around easy to deal with such great looking product.
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[image: Eliza Lewis]
Eliza Lewis1709770041

Thrilled with the quick turnaround and professional quality of the team shirts we received from Blackchrome. From placing the order to delivery, the process was seamless and efficient. The shirts themselves are top-notch - the fabric feels durable yet comfortable, and the printing is crisp and vibrant. Our team couldn't be happier with the result.



[image: Leonie Fitzgerald]
Leonie Fitzgerald1707346638

Absolutely amazing!! Fantastic communication, quality shirts, customer service is on point, delivery is nice a quick!! Highly recommend A+++++



[image: Benjamin Stevens]
Benjamin Stevens1701217541

I would like to a huge thank you to the team at Blackchrome.  From my first interaction, they were on the ball and were able to support me with great advice as well as respond to urgent deadlines.  I would definitely recommend these guys and will be utilizing them again.  5 out of 5.



[image: Daniel Petrucci]
Daniel Petrucci1697500072

Professional, easy to deal with and quick turnaround. Our basketball kits now look a million dollars and the kids were so excited to wear them.I am in Sydney and I had approached many places which were more local and they were so difficult. I didn’t have time to design the kit myself, nor should I have to. Travis was a champion, the first design he proposed was brilliant!Highly recommend, irrespective of what State or Territory you are in!



[image: John Cuff]
John Cuff1697189223

Over the past 10 years the Wine Peloton has procured a plethora of custom kits from a myriad of suppliers. It is fantastic to know that we now have no reason to look elsewhere. Travis and his team have produced our last two iterations “Italy” and “Gravel”. Both can be seen in the photo below smashing it out at the Aussie Gravel Championships in Derby 2023. Not only is the kit amazingly comfortable, robust and bullet proof - the service from Travis was nothing short of exemplary. He went over and above to have the kits ready for the event, within a very restrictive timeline.  I cant highly recommend Blackchrome enough. This is our permanent home for future kits not only for the Wine Peloton but also our local clubs. Triple thumbs up.



[image: Jane Delainimati]
Jane Delainimati1695041181

Brilliant customer service, easy and accurate online design program, and absolutely in love with our shirts we ordered!



[image: Joe R]
Joe R1694083791

the jerseys were so small, even though I had ordered a size larger than I normally wear. Just a waste of money



[image: Vana Mcstay]
Vana Mcstay1692585815

Product arrived as described and the entire process did not take too long. Perfect for our sports club that the minimum order was 10 qty also! Thank you so much. We will definitely use you again.Blues Union Netball Club.
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Kenton Smith1688553449





[image: Jarrod Sing]
Jarrod Sing1687836419

Ben and the team were a pleasure to work with. They helped the whole process and had the items delivered a fortnight in advance. Will definitely use again!



[image: Baily Thomas]
Baily Thomas1687499684

Blackchrome offer incredibly good prices for really high quality products. I have always experienced a super fast turn around for custom cycling kit when working with Travis and the team!



[image: Julian Chan]
Julian Chan1687241341

Had them do a small order for an e-sports event. Printing is top quality and staff were very helpful. A pleasure to work with



[image: Shaun Bunn]
Shaun Bunn1684746543

Received an order tonight for our basketball team. The design Brett created is great and the quality 5 star! Highly recommend



[image: Damon Lesnie]
Damon Lesnie1684372323

I've been working with Blackchrome for over 6 years now and it just gets better and better. Our bands get incredible feedback for how creative and cool they look on stage. Top quality, top staff and could not recommend anyone else.



[image: Scott Wintle]
Scott Wintle1681351502

waterskiQLD used Blackchrome to produce our shirts for the 2023 National Championships in Perth. The shirts looked great. Ben was easy to deal with, sent me some sample shirts to choose from and was able to send us the shirts a day early as we were on a tight deadline. Queensland ended up winning the competition!



[image: andrew riches]
andrew riches1680744086

Blackchrome are extremely professional offering the full range of service from design to production.
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Nicholas Sedgwick1679460068

These guys were fantastic, I ordered a small number of shirts for a golf trip and they were exactly as the design, and they were very promptly delivered. Also their customer service was fantastic. I will definitely order from these guys again.
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Tony Kemp1676506414

I’ve recently returned from a 7 month unsupported cycle tour across Australia, SE Asia and parts of Europe. I took with me my Blackchrome Racing bibs and top. I’m glad I did! The kit performed outstandingly throughout, but really came in to its own in the heat and humidity of Asia- with 90% + humidity, and temperatures over 35 for days at a time, I needed something really light that would wick away the profuse amounts of sweat….the kit delivered! It was easy to hand wash each night and be dry and clean the next day, ready for another day of unrelenting punishment! I’ll be using Blackchrome kit on my next trip through India and Africa - it’s been tested and passed with flying colours. Thanks Travis and the team at Blackchrome
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Julie Watson1676351842

The team at Blackchrome were easy to deal with and got back to me quickly.The shirts are excellent quality, exactly how it appeared on the proofs and arrived a week and a half earlier than stated.I designed the shirts online in 10 minutes give or take a bit of tweaking. Highly recommend



[image: David]
David1669447912

Amazing service. I've dealt with other providers - ones starting with sport and ending with ility- and this place is prompt, friendly, and can deal with any situation outside the normal order and buy situation. Don't look any further.
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Ben Andrews1669242098

High quality gear from these guys. Customer service is next level. I really appreciated the assistance with our designs and the quick turnaround when they knew our team needed our kit quickly for syart of season. I'd highly recommend amd we will be sticking with them for future team gear. Ben Newell was my contact and couldn't have been more helpful.Thanks again, Giants Cricket



[image: Michael Anderson]
Michael Anderson1668476776

Blackchrome are leaders in their fieldOutstanding serviceExcellent quality clothing/cycling kitsGreat website designer kit, easy to use.Highly recommended to all cyclists.
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David Miller1666761783

fast turn around, easy to deal with and quality of the merch is great. The online portal has been a game changer for us, so simple.
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Alysia Potts1663897692

I ordered these uniforms and I didn't expect them to come out amazing like they are so I am very pleased it was also a very quick delivery i know where to go I need good uniforms.
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Mark Cant1662604112

The team at Blackchrome go out of their way to ensure that delivery a professional service - thanks Shannon and Sam



[image: Sandra Glanville]
Sandra Glanville1662014972

We utilise Blackchrome for our Athletics uniforms and we are extremely pleased with the fantastic customer service and high quality product. I deal primarily with Shannon, but all of the team have been very friendly and helpful. Shannon has answered all of our questions within a timely manner and given great advice to meet our club's progressing needs. He even reminds me each year that it's time to order our uniforms (shirts and jumpers) so that I don't forget. But mainly this ensures the club avoid any delays in getting our beautiful uniforms in at the start of our season. They also helped to create the design of our hoodies based on our requests, and offered practical guidance on what products would work best for our athletes. He even helped load the heavy boxes into my car! Absolute legends all of the team at Blackchrome. Thank you!



[image: Lachlan Hurse]
Lachlan Hurse1661840034

For the third year in a row, Blackchrome has supplied 'Sportive' cycling jerseys to The Big Ride Australia, in each case at short notice. They arrived well in time for our event, and were well received by the riders. Sizing was good (generous), the fabric comfortable and the design turned out well. We are very appreciative of the extra effort that the Blackchrome team put in to make sure we had the jerseys on time, and contributing to the success of our ride.  I would not hesitate in recommending this company to others. Thanks again!



[image: Jun Hortelano]
Jun Hortelano1659616637

Highly recommend Blackchrome Sportswear! It was awesome doing business with you guys and a huge thank you to Ben for looking after us!



[image: Magpies Netball Club Inc]
Magpies Netball Club Inc1654927783

We have worked with Blackchrome Sportswear this year to redesign all of our merchandise to include indigenous designs. The drafts of the designs were hand-drawn by a member of our club and the graphic artists at Blackchrome worked with us to turn our drafts into the final designs that are proudly shown as a permanent inclusion on all of our merchandise. Blackchrome did a great job at turning our dream into a reality and I would definitely recommend them.
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Caroline Brown1652766792

We recently did some cycling jerseys for one of our clients. I was dealing with Darren who has been exceptional. Our client has come back extremely happy with their merch and we will definitely be using them for similar jobs in the future!
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Bernie Cummins1650269090

Couldn’t be happier with Darren and the team at Blackchrome. Service excellent, responsiveness exceptional, start to finish worked with crazy triathletes to deliver an outstanding product. Love love love the product and experience from start to finish. Prices great too for customised products- what’s not to love
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Michelle Hendrie1649815835

Mollymook SLSC could not be happier with the new Jackets. The service I received from Blackchrome was excellent. They were fast to get samples out, help with design and turn around on orders were what they said they would be.Only happy to recommend them.MIchelleRegalia OfficerMoolymook Surf Club
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Dan Webb1648078063

Professional, timely, great quality
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SCOTT HENRY1647924880

Awesome service, fantastic quality.
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Karen Ross1647863581

We’ve used BlackChrome Cycling for two different sets of kit and and both have been better than we could have expected. Darren helped us through the design phase, offering advice and guidance and the whole ordering process was seamless. Our kit arrived earlier than expected and our whole riding group loves it. We are planning on adding to our range now we have the utmost confidence in the design and delivery process.
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Louis van der Berg1647752190

Amazing products and attention to detail with great customer service!  Will order again in the future!
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Vane Vane1641346828

Thank you so much to Mark and the Blackchrome team for all of their help in getting our new netball uniforms organised. Mark helped with everything from beginning to end, nothing was ever too much trouble even when we required multiple changes. Our team looooves our new Señoritas uniforms, the quality and colours are beautiful and the fit is perfect. Thanks Mark and Blackchrome! ☺️
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Stephen W1640058302

Great experience from Christian and the team. Our cycling tops arrived in time for our charity ride considering we ordered late. Great work from the team at Blackchrome
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Angus McCormack1639715590

Blackchrome Sportswear are THE ONLY place to order top notch, quality produced cycling kits!We hold an annual leisurely cycling event every year at our vineyard Bress / Lome Wines, and design a corresponding jersey for that years ride. Dealing with the pressures of Covid and only realising last minute that our event was allowed to proceed after all, Blackchrome went above and beyond to accomodate our unique design and get the sportswear made for us in time.The event was a HUGE success and I've attached a few mages below of our design concept and the realised final product. A very special shoutout to Travis from Blackchrome, who is the definition of incredible customer service and support throughout the process.Just make sure when ordering especially in a large quantity, that you measure yourself against the sizing guides as the designs do run a little on the smaller side. I would give Blackchrome 6 stars if I could! Thank you Blackchrome!
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Cresta Johnson1639534710

Awesome help with the design process, which turned out fantastic!  Communication throughout has been amazing via phone & email.  The shirts are fantastic!  Came overnight fast from Adelaide to Central Qld. Will definitely be using these guys for all our future work shirts.  They made it so easy & hassle free.
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Matthew Di Martino1637796263

Daniel at Blackchrome did an unreal job on the Assets Cricket Shirts. Very good quality. Boys are rapt with the final product. Highly recommend.



[image: Amy Anderson]
Amy Anderson1637719701

Fantastic choice of designs. Instant feedback once i submitted my design and colours.Very fast turn-round in production and great communication.Super easy to add the sponsors logo and shirt numbers and the sizing was spot on and true to sizeWill definitely purchase again when needed.Very happy with the quality of the product and have had a lot of comments from other teams.Thank you Blackchrome!!
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Shannon Nigro1637651080

Responsive, reliable and easy to deal with. Excellent communication and service.
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Josh Atkins1637638983

Can't speak highly enough!Great Service, Great Products, and now a great looking Club!!
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Rodger Palmrose1635554217

Highly Recommended.Their artist nailed the design for our darts shirt on the second attempt.Print time was good and the quality of the shirts excellent.Will use them again for sure.
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Michelle Crick1633667252

Travis and the team at Blackchrome have been really flexible and easy to work with. The range of products on offer are fabulous and allows you to be really creative with your choices for club/team or work!
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Jacqueline Wootton1631174253

Christian from Blackchrome was super helpful with our customer jersey order and their designers did an amazing job and interpreted our feedback perfectly :)
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Vikki Bedford1630890606

Travis was incredibly helpful with the whole process of getting our social basketball team new jerseys.  We wanted reversible and to design our own logo.  He was able to help us with the sizing for both the ladies and the men on our team as well.  The quality of the jerseys is above what we all expected with the lettering imbedded so they won't come off after washing.  Thank you for making our team look more like a "team"!
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Peter Kotsoglous1625489963

We needed shirts in a hurry and Blackchrome delivered . They were awesome to deal with and transparent through the whole process . The quality of the product was second to none - couldn't be happier !
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